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TONY
KELLY
The Irish Photographer Tony Kelly is one of the most influential fine art photographers of our times. His cinematic style of
photography with a luxury aesthetic and vibrant use of colour plays with humour and provocation.
Although highly polished, his work is playfully subversive and forces us to stop and think - inviting us to venture beneath
the glossy veneer and confront stereotypes, taboos and role reversals. He always delivers a dash of self-irony to the
naked skin and tells a story.

TONY KELLY
G-Wagon

TONY KELLY
Beverly Hills Pills

TONY KELLY
Bitcoin Bomber

TONY KELLY
Track and Field

TONY KELLY
LA Girls 2

TONY KELLY
Backcountry

TONY KELLY
Rio Lazy Day

TONY KELLY
Aerial 1

TONY KELLY
Rooftop Parking

ELLEN
VON UNWERTH
Vintage swimwear poppy floral patterns, sexy lingerie and traditional costume fashion in leather, lace or delicate chiffon:
Heimat is a beautiful modern homage to tradition by Ellen von Unwerth - one of the most famous fine art photographers of our
time. The famous series is a matter of the artist‘s heart, creating an exciting, sexy and beautiful look with humor creativity.

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Tree of Love

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Forsight

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Dirndl

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Got Milk

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Ladies at Work

ELLEN
VON UNWERTH
Ellen von Unwerth was born in 1954 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and currently lives in Paris, Berlin und New York.
She is one of the most famous and influential photographers in the world. After a decade as a fashion model, Ellen
von Unwerth brought a first-hand knowledge of the kinetic energy of fashion photo shoots to the creation of her own
photographs. She discovered famous models like Claudia Schiffer and Eva Herzigova, creating worlds of imagery with
them that have already gone down in the history of contemporary photography and are now an integral part of our
everyday aesthetics.

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Baccarat

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
White Bunny

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Isabelle

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
The Look, Claudia Schiffer

ELLEN VON UNWERTH
Baccarat II

ROXANNE
LOWIT
Roxanne Lowit’s portfolio is a tribute to the world of glamour and the creative elite. After more than three decades of
celebrity and backstage photography Roxanne Lowit has become a star in her own right. Her work has left its mark,
and her distinctive style has influenced the visual culture of an era.
Her photographs are documents and historical records at the same time. Held predominantly I black-and-white, they
reveal that Lowit is more interested in the inner worlds hidden behind the glamorous façade. Her pictures smoothly
combine glamour and the underlying spirit, countenance and atmosphere, surface detail with depth.

ROXANNE LOWIT
Sharon Stone

ROXANNE LOWIT
Kate Moss

ROXANNE LOWIT
Iman

ROXANNE LOWIT
Salvator Dali and the recipient of a kiss

ROXANNE LOWIT
Shalom Harlow Smoking

ALBERT
WATSON
Over the past four decades, Albert Watson has made a name for himself as one of the world‘s most successful
fashion and advertising photographers, creating his own unique visual language. His work is complex, nuanced and
extremely versatile - landscape photography, portraits, nudes and still lifes are all part of his oeuvre and underline
the artist‘s multifaceted approach. The way he illuminates his subjects, especially the fetish objects and portraits,
creates an almost meditative atmosphere in the photographs.

ALBERT WATSON
Gigi Hadid

ALBERT WATSON
Waris Dirie

ALBERT WATSON
Keith Richards

VINTAGE
CLASSICS
TERRY O‘NEILL
The Beatles Backyard

Music history, legendary beauties, heroes and best actors of all time – explore our vintage masterpieces of fine art photography
which left their mark in history.Get into the fasination highlighted in classical elegance such as the legendary portrait of The Beatles
in a Backyard, Elton John and Audrey Hepburn by late Terry O`Neill or the beautiful Marylin Monroe by Douglas Kirkland.
Unique works for all those who are looking for something special in timeless beauty and elegance.

DOUGLAS KIRKLAND
Marilyn Monroe

TERRY O‘NEILL
Frank Sinatra Boardwalk

DOUGLAS KIRKLAND
Brigitte Bardot

TERRY O‘NEILL
Audrey Hapurn with Dove

TERRY O‘NEILL
Sean Connery on the Moon

TERRY O‘NEILL
Rolling Stones Tin Pan Alley

FILIP SCHULKE
Ali Underwater

TERRY O‘NEILL
Brigitte Bardot Standing

TERRY O‘NEILL
Elton John, Dodger Stadium

TERRY O‘NEILL
David Bowie, Diamond Dogs

TERRY O‘NEILL
Mick Jagger with Parker

RANKIN
The Scottish Portrait- and Fashion Photographer and Filmmaker John Rankin Wadell delivers boundary-breaking
content to the highest quality of execution. From his iconic shot of Kylie lying naked and prostrate, which graced a
million bedroom walls, to the Queen smiling enigmatically in front of the red, white and blue, Rankin’s iconic, intimate
portraiture style, and his mischievous eye have gained him a reputation as one of the world’s leading photographers.

RANKIN
And God created Eva II

RANKIN
Birdsong

RANKIN
And God created Eva

RANKIN
And God created Eva III

MICHEL
COMTE
Michel Comte was born in Zurich in 1954. The trained art restorer is a truly self-made man and autodidact.
He received his first international advertising assignment in 1979 from Karl Lagerfeld for the fashion house
Chloé, after which he moved to Paris.
Work for American Vogue took him to New York, and he later settled in Los Angeles. „I‘ve always lived
on the edge,“ Comte says of his restless personality. Expressive portraits characterize his work but visual
commentary on climate change is also part of his portfolio.
MICHEL COMTE
Claudia

MICHEL COMTE
Naomi

MICHEL COMTE
Iman, colour

MICHEL COMTE
Charlotte Rampling, Vogue Brasil

MICHEL
COMTE

MICHEL COMTE
Beauty and Beast Monkey

MICHEL COMTE
Beauty and Beast Zebra Jumping

MICHEL COMTE
Beauty and Beast Snake

MARK
SELIGER
Mark Seliger was born in 1959 in Amarillo, Texas. Seliger´s interest in photography began when his brother Frank
promised to give him his Diana camera if he made a point in the Little League baseball game. Mark didn’t make the
point, but he did manage to steal a base (after getting hit on the shoulder by the pitcher), making the camera now his.
The darkroom became his first love and he devotedly practiced developing and printing at home.
His celebrity Portraits of Kim Kardashian, Leonardo DiCaprio, Brad Pitt, and many others make Seliger a world
famous and sought-after photographer.

MARK SELIGER
Gisele

MARK SELIGER
Iman

MARK SELIGER
David Bowie

MARK SELIGER
Jeff Koons

MARK SELIGER
Mikhail Baryshnikov

DAVID
DREBIN
David Drebin’s is one of the greatest photographers of our times. After graduating from Parsons School of Design in
New York City, he rapidly made a name for himself as an internationally renowned fine art photographer. His photographs are epic, dramatic and above all, cinematic, therefore collected all around the world. At a second glance, the
strong emotions underneath the smooth surface become visible. From resplendent panoramas to cinematic, glamorously staged moments, Drebin always tackles big emotions like humor, love and sex.
This Diamond Dust Collection is an exclusive limited edition of the most iconic artworks by David Drebin. Diamond
Dust a glittering luxury material is applied to the artwork in the printing process, enhancing the artwork with a radiant
finish. It draws attention to the colours of the world showcased, and enhances the special look.

DAVID DREBIN
Golden Dream

DAVID DREBIN
Central Park

DAVID DREBIN
Gold City

DAVID DREBIN
Jerusalem

DAVID DREBIN
Golden Eye

SANTE
D’ORAZI0
Born in 1956 in Brooklyn, New York, Sante D’Orazio transformed his Italian- American, Catholic upbringing
into a scandalous, trademark style celebrated in the fashion and advertising world. D’Orazio presents an alluring
combination of sex and celebrity: a world populated by beautiful Supermodels (in various stages of undress),
megawatt actresses like Angelina Jolie or Sharon Stone casually lounging on a sofa or by the sea, shirtless
rock stars like Axl Rose and hyperbolic bombshells like Pamela Anderson.

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Christy Turlington

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Naomi Campell and Stephanie Seymour

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Sky Nellor

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Gisele Bündchen

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Make Tyson

SANTE D’ORAZIO
Penelope Cruz

ARTHUR
ELGORT
Arthur Elgort is one of the world’s top fashion photographers and a lover of fashion, ballet, and music. He never goes
anywhere without his cameras; his favorites are Leicas, Linhofs and Rollies. He loves to shoot fashion because it
is historical, ceremonial, and ritualistic; the same reasons he loves ballet. He is famous for his powerful yet elegant
Portraits.

ARTHUR ELGORT
Ballet

ARTHUR ELGORT
Photographers before the Louis Vuitton Show

ARTHUR ELGORT
Christy Turlington and Linda Evangelista

ARTHUR ELGORT
Kristen McMenamy and Linda Evangelista

ARTHUR ELGORT
Kate Moss in Paris

GUIDO
ARGENTINI

GOLD AND SILVER COLLECTION
With the famous argentum series, photographic master
Guido Argentini was moved to coat a model in silver
makeup and the shiny paint transformed the models into
iconics of fine art photography.
Guido Argentinis famous silver series enchants with magical
elegance.The Gold Collection by the star of nude photography captivates with coolness and magnificent look..

Guido Argentini was born in Florence, Italy. He studied medicine for three years at the university of Florence. At 23 he
decided to tu rn his passion for photography into a profession and started to shoot fashion and beauty. Since 1990 he
has lived in the USA, in Los Angeles. His work has been published by some of the leading magazines in the world such
as Marie Claire, Men’s Health, Panorama, Playboy, Vogue, Max, Maxim and many others.

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Vesta

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Eris Golden Nude

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Golden Amaterasu

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Golden Eye

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Belisama

GUIDO ARGENTINI
Heimarmene

HOWARD
SCHATZ
The American photographer Howard Schatz originally studied medicine before he changed career paths. Today his
photographs are exhibited in museums and photography galleries internationally and are included in innumerable private
collections. His unique visual language has garnered him international acclaim: Schatz is a consummate achiever - having
won nearly every award possible in his field.
His portfolio includes portraits and nudes of people from all walks of life but also rather abstract still lifes and light studies.
Exploring the human form in surprising ways is at the core of the American photographer of Jewish heritage.

HOWARD SCHATZ
LLS #1040

HOWARD SCHATZ
Amaryllis „Red Lion“

ARTHUR ELGORT
Dahlia Papageno #183

HOWARD SCHATZ
LLS #1032

HOWARD SCHATZ
LLS #1054

HOWARD SCHATZ
Featherhead

HOWARD SCHATZ
LLS #1028 Dana Stackpole

SYLVIE
BLUM

BRUNO
BISANG
Bruno Bisang was born in 1952 and spent much of his youth in Ascona, a picturesque little town in the Italian speaking
part of Switzerland. When he was 19 he attended the School of Applied Arts for Photography in Zurich, which was followed by a photographic apprenticeship. Since 1979 Bruno Bisang has worked as a freelance photographer, first in Zurich.
Now he works between Milan, New York, Zurich, and Paris for a renowned clientele.

Austrian-born Sylvie Blum started a career in modeling prior to taking the helm as a photographer. As a child she
already knew that she wanted to become an artist. Her interest in art, fashion, architecture, design, pop art, music,
movie making, and photography became a lifelong passion. Sylvie also worked with other internationally renowned
photographers such as Helmut Newton, Jeanloup Sieff, Jan Saudek, Andreas Bitesnich and many more..

SYLVIE BLUM
The Lion King

BRUNO BISANG
Charmaine

BRUNO BISANG
Exposure

SYLVIE BLUM
Tigress

ANTOINE
VERGLAS

GÉRARD
UFÉRAS
Gérard Uféras is one of the most important photographers in France today. His photographs are high in contrast, yet
dreamy and creamy at the same time – creating his very own beautiful visual language. Uféras has been working with
the newspaper Libération since 1984 and his photographs, which are almost exclusively in black and white, are regularly
published in renowned newspapers and magazines.

Starphotographer Antoine Verglas was born in Paris. He began his career in front of the camera, working as the
host on a popular French television show after graduating from one of France’s prestigious Grandes Écoles..
In 1990 Verglas moved to New York with his camera and his vision, which would grant him entry into the
fast-paced world of fashion. Pluck and persistence paid off, with a documentary style photo series for
French Elle which featured some of the top names in modeling..

His pictures are represented in the most important collections including the National Gallery in London, the Maison Européenne de la Photographie and the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris, the Musée de l’Elysée in Lausanne and the
Multimedia Art Museum in Moscow. Gérard Uféras has been honored with the World Press Photo Award.

GÉRARD UFÉRAS
Abraham Pelham Haute Couture

GÉRARD UFÉRAS
Chanel Haute Couture Automne Hiver 2000/2001

ANTOINE VERGLAS
Carre Otis Unterwater Color

ANTOINE VERGLAS
Claudia Schiffer

DAVID
YARROW
David Yarrow is a British fine art photographer and one of the most spectacular and best-selling nature photographers
in the world. In his large-format monochrome prints, he captures the beauty of the planet like no other. His works are
populated by majestic lions, sleek panthers, and free-roaming buffalos. Trumped only by the female beauties Yarrow
places next to them, he captures unique moments of human-animal interaction. While highlighting the untamed side of
supermodels such as Cara Delevingne, Yarrow portrays the wild beasts in the most human way possible. Apart from
eternalizing them on film, the renowned photographer is dedicated to preserving the very landscape and its inhabitants
that he draws his inspiration from.

DAVID YARROW
Apache

DAVID YARROW
Catwalk

DAVID YARROW
Bonnie

DAVID YARROW
My Baby takes the Train

ALISON
JACKSON
Alison Jackson is a contemporary artist who explores the cult of celebrity – an extraordinary phenomenon of our age
made possible by the wide availability of photographic images in film, press, TV, internet, and the interest in publicity.
Jackson makes convincingly realistic work about celebrities going about their most private business by using lookalikes.
Likeness becomes real and fantasy touches on the believable. She creates scenarios we have all imagined but never
seen – the hot images the media can’t get.

ALLISON JACKSON
Queen crowns Elton

ALLISON JACKSON
Marilyn Monroe and JFK

ALLISON JACKSON
Queen In Bed With Corgis

ALLISON JACKSON
Marilyn and Diana Shopping

ALLISON JACKSON
Diana

ALLISON JACKSON
Queen on Loo

MASSIMO
LISTRI
Massimo Listri is an Italian photographer best known for his large-scale images of majestic, empty interior spaces. In
his photographs of castles, abandoned houses, libraries, cathedrals, and theaters, Listri often symmetrically composes
the space to lead the eye into the framed pictorial space and capturewwa sense of awe while celebrating the intricacy
of grand architecture.
The artist’s works have been exhibited in the Morgan Library and Museum in New York, the Museum of Modern Art in
Bogota, the Vatican Museum in Rome, and many others.

MASSIMO LISTRI
Ostankino

MASSIMO LISTRI
Library, Seitenstetten

MASSIMO LISTRI
La Scala, Milan

MASSIMO LISTRI
Theater Colin I, Buenos Aires

KRISTIAN
SCHULLER
Kristian Schuller is a Romanian born international star photographer and has brought his signature for theatrical imagery
with supermodels and Hollywood stars. Schuller embraces his images with a high-energy approach: Everything epic, all
the time. His visual language is a modern fairy-tale, glamorous and playful at the same time.
Kristian Schuller grew up in Germany, studied fashion design with Vivienne Westwood and photography with F.C. Gundlach at the University of Fine Arts Berlin. He has worked internationally with various fashion magazines and commercial
clients.

KRISTIAN SCHULLER
Elefant I

KRISTIAN SCHULLER
Nadja

KRISTIAN SCHULLER
Le Grande Cirque

KRISTIAN SCHULLER
Circus II

KRISTIAN SCHULLER
Butterfly

NIGEL
PARRY
Nigel Parry began his photographic career in London and later moved to New York. Since then, he has been
commissioned by many major publications, advertising agencies, movie, and music companies throughout the world.
He has been privileged to shoot not only celebrities but also some of the most important and influential figures of our
time. Nigel´s work has been exhibited worldwide in various art galleries and museums including shows at the National
Museum of Film & Photography and at Visa pour L`Image, Perpignan, France.
NIGEL PARRY
Lake IV

NIGEL PARRY
Lake I

NIGEL PARRY
Woodland

NIGEL PARRY
Santee

NIGEL PARRY
Sullivan Island

NIGEL PARRY
Grass

NIGEL PARRY
Grey Mountains

NIGEL PARRY
Lake III

JOACHIM
SCHMEISSER
Joachim Schmeisser was born in Germany in 1958 and is best known for the series he made in East Africa – his iconic
portrait of elephants – particularly the orphan elephants at the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust in Kenya. He started this project in
2009 – during a stopover on a trip to see the mountain gorillas in Rwanda and the Hadzabe in Tanzania. He photographs
Africa’s last giants up close, creating extraordinary portraits.

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
Beyond II

Bild

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
Bull with two Birds

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
The King

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
Resting Vagabonds

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
Rise

JOACHIM SCHMEISSER
The Devine

ANDREAS H.
BITESNICH
Andreas H. Bitesnich is seen as one of the greatest photographers of our time. Especially in nude photography, he
ranks among the best in the world. His passion for photography started with a visit to Milan where - inspired and
captivated by the fashion photographs of a colleague - he acquired his first own camera and taught the art of photography to himself.
His visual language is formal and sculptural, which is reflected in his numerous landscape photographs.

ANDREAS H. BITESNICH
Illaria

ANDREAS H. BITESNICH
Erotic Nude

ANDREAS H. BITESNICH
Florence
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